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This release addresses the following Service Request and the following Error Report:

**Service Request 82162**

Service Request 82162 requests modifications to PPS to support new Description of Service (DOS) codes that identify awards paid to employees using funds accumulated through the Staff Recognition and Development Program (SRDP). The new codes distinguish payments made from local funds.

**Error Report 2157**

It was discovered during testing that PPP533 needs PPPRMUT2 in its bind members since it calls PPTCTUTL, which in turn calls PPPRMUT2.

**Copy Members**

**CPWSDOSC**

CPWSDOSC defines several DOS constants. It was modified to include ABP, NDI, SAP, and TIA as IAP-type DOS codes.

**Bind Members**

**PPP533**

This bind member was modified to include PPPRMUT2.
Table Updates

Description of Service Table (DOS – UPAY 650):
Added DOS codes ABP, NDI, TIA, and SAP.

Installation Instructions
A separate Installation Instructions document has been provided.

Test Plan
A separate Test Plan document has been provided.

Timing of Installation
The timing of this release is Not Urgent. It must be installed prior to the payment of any ABP, NDI, TIA, or SAP items.
As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.
If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Alex.Tayag@ucop.edu, or call 510-987-9175.

Alex Tayag